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*** Denotes that a baccalaureate student is graduating summa cum laude
(3.80 - 4.00 cumulative GPA)

** Denotes that a baccalaureate student is graduating magna cum laude
(3.50 - 3.79 cumulative GPA)

* Denotes that a baccalaureate student is graduating cum laude
(3.25 - 3.49 cumulative GPA)

# Denotes that an associate student is graduating with honors
(3.30 cumulative GPA)

C Denotes membership in the National Society of Collegiate Scholars (NSCS)

L Denotes membership in the National Society of Leadership and Success (NSLS)

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Chester Gerber Memorial Award
Luis Alava #

in the Bachelor of Technology in Architectural Technology Degree Program:
Laurin Moseley *** C Evelyn Richardson ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Architectural Technology Degree Program:
Kada Clyne * Tea Khabelashvili # C

Bachelor of Technology in Architectural Technology
Graduates and Candidates for Graduation

Mahamadou Abdou Bumsung Cho **
Anthony Acevedo ** Allen Corrales
Farand Adam Ivan Cruz
Wilson Aguayza Hazize Cukovic
Jason Ansah Josimar Davila
Sharif Aris Moises De La Cruz
Kristine Ann Balubar Gurami Deisadze
Abdulkader Batal Brandon Delacruz
Aqib Bhatti ** Flamur Dellovci **
Johan Bravo Darwin Diaz Cordero
Trevuaghn Brown Jamar Dinall
Kevin Carrillo ** Donovan Dixon
Adriana Casado Yasmine Eid *
Hoi Ting Chan *** Bezai Encarnacion
Hanan Chikh Mousa * Daria Ermolaeva

Mai Esmail *
Erick Faican
Jayden Fang **
Anibal Flores
Wantony Florian
Chandanie Francis
Elizabeth Fulman **
Lisset Garcia Torres
Marcello Garzon
Ariandy Gomez *
Ixchel Gomez **
Percia Gomez
Bryan Gonzalez *
David Gonzalez
Fernando Gonzalez *
Richa Gurung
Jean Guzman
Corey Hamilton
Mohamed Hassan *
Taylor Marie Hernandez
Sadia Hossain
Alejandra Juarez
Faith Kakshak **
Ariana Kevelier
Davit Khomasuridze **
Danielle Kraus
Lision Lamnica **
Tingting Lau
Jonathan Leon
Shirley Logan
Kristian Lugja
Huiyi Ma **
Diego Madera
James Martinez
Christopher Mathieu
Albina Mavlyutova
Ibrahim Mfosah
Patryk Michaluk *
Fareez Mohammed
Chillion Moore **

Cristian Moran *
Laurin Moseley ***
Inkary Muenala
Joshua Ocra
Naomi Ondone
Wladimir Pacheco
Brandon Panton *
Pooja Parmar
Suray Penayeva-Akcan *
Devindra Persaud
Xhulja Ponari
Shabana Rahim
Devan Ramcharan
Elizabeth Ramirez *
Eva Reyes
Jennifer Reyes *
Carolina Rianchos-
Guevara
Evelyn Richardson ***
Giselle Richiez
Cristian Rincon
Andrew Rollock *
Taisha Rosemond
Carlos Rueda
Benjamin Sackey *

Amar Saini *
Kevinn Salazar
Rana Saleh
Morris Schneps *
Jerry Sejour
Jamal Sennon
Christopher Senquiz
Daljit Singh **
Ryan Singh **
Tadas Sipavicius
Stephon Stevens
Siraphat Sukarom
Charlie Teles **
Martin Tenecela
Michal Tomkiewicz **
Zain Ulhaq
Eduardo Umana
Albert Vargas
Karen Vasquez *
Bryant Vera *
Jessenia Vizhco
Tyree Watson
Alan Yang **
Haceeb Yassin
Sergio Zapata

** Associate in Applied Science in Architectural Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Farand Adam
Karen Aguilar
Luis Alava *
Jamaisi Albert #
Jason Ansah
Ibukunoluwa Atolagbe
Abdulkader Batal
Johan Bravo
Joshua Cando
Monica Castro #
Brendan Chan
Hoi Ting Chan #
Mariam Chutlashvili
Lee-Ann Clarkson
Kada Clyne *
Alondra Constantino
Allen Corrales
Hazine Cukovic
Hannah Daskalakis

Estarlin De La Rosa
Mimoza Demiraj
Dawson Desire
Jamar Dinall
Donovan Dixon
Juwie Dufort
Noran Elashry
David Encarnacion
Criselie Esdicul
Mai Esmail
Emmanuel Estevez #
Jayden Fang #
Stephany Garzon
Marleni Gomez
Jingfeng Guan
Sajida Hamdan
Jonathan Hayes
Jessica Herrera C
Ellesse Imongrie

Jayden Jiang
Faith Kakshak #*
Josh Kampin
Tea Khabelashvili #*
Antoinette Khan
Grzegorz Kosieradzki #
Mei Fen Kuang
Richard Lee
Kristian Lugja
Huiyi Ma *
Daniel Marfo *
Kevin Martinez
Garcelle Matthew
Alicia McFarlane
Carrie Mendoza
Ibrahim Mfosah
Patryk Michaluk #
Kimmar Michlyt
Jessica Nunez
Ashley Ortiz  
John Pearson  
Alicia Perozo Maldonado  
Xhulja Ponari #  
Julia Prokop #  
Luisa Ramirez #  
Tristan Ramirez  
Najah Ridgel

Laura Robles #  
Frelix Rosario  
Melissa Sanchez  
Gregori Santos  
Jerry Sejour  
Jamal Sennon  
Hubert Szpin #  
Dario Tio  
Dolma Tsering #  
Leny Vargas #  
Erick Vasquez  
Karen Vasquez #  
Alana Williams #  
Ariel Yagudaev #  
Nayaab Zafar  
Bryam Zuniga

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

in the Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Informatics Degree Program:

Nicole Benmoshe ***  Qui Huang ***

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Informatics
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Saimoon Akter  
Nadia Alomari ** C  
Fauve Arthur  
Nicole Benmoshe ***  
Tajram Bissoondial  
Mark Caraballo-Urbina *  
Cynthia Castillo  
Lucy Chen *  
Timothy Chui  
Michelle Cobos *  
Daniela Correa  
Romario Denoon ** C  
Mohamed Lamine Diallo * C  
Safa El-Rowmeim  
Marcia Fontenelle  
Ranita Fontenelle  
Penina Gavrilova  
Eliza Gonzalez  
Kanta Haque **  
Qui Huang ***  
Ushar Jaikarran  
Shumona Khanam  
Dianna Khass **  
Nevila Kica *  
Seniha Kolenovic  
Emily Kuang  
Richa Lama  
Bianca LeRay  
Petros Liberopoulos  
Nakasie Matthews  
Ivan Melo  
Destiny Moore  
Titilopejocabed  
Odumuwagun  
Ebunoluwa Okunade  
Dimario Oliver  
Eric Park  
Katherine Parra  
Rosemary Pichardo  
Lieba Pil  
Jessica Quintuna 1  
Shaina Raklyar *  
Marilyn Santos  
Frederick SeKyere  
Jitendra Singh *  
Kiranjeet Singh  
Brittany Taylor **  
Layla Twaiti  
Acheampong Wiredu
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

Professional Promise within the Fashion Industry
Zi Di Chen **

in the Bachelor of Science in Business and Technology of Fashion Degree Program:
Jeanie Castillo *** C Laura Tlaseca **

in the Associate in Applied Science in Accounting Degree Program:
Misael Porras # Miao Fang Ye #

in the Associate in Science in Business and Technology of Fashion Degree Program:
Musarat Merchant # Sabastien Mohammed #

in the Associate in Applied Science in Marketing Management & Sales Degree Program:
Katerina Lennon # Susanna Wang #

in the Associate in Applied Science in Ophthalmic Dispensing Degree Program
Alexander Kanaev # L Amanda Lynch #

Bachelor of Science in Business and Technology of Fashion
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Deborah Aderounmu ** C Tamara Gallup Eliel Morales *
Rabia Ahad Keyanna Garricks Ashley Perez
Tiffany Alston Stephanie Guazhima Lukas Pires
Arsha Attique Alexia Hernandez Jasmin Polanco
Kimberly Baez Bria Hill * Jennifer Quezada L
Timothy Benton Miranda Hirall Jennifer Huerta
Humzah Butt Jennifer Huerta Jacqueline Ramos
Zulema Calixto Nattasha Hussain Ashley Roberts
Adriana Castillo ** Tiara James-Ottley Jasmilex Sanchez
Jeanie Castillo *** C Desiree Jeanmichel Guzman
Jendayi Chambers- Haluhi Kato Daouda Sarr **
Bandele Minji Kim * Teresa Li **
Teinelle Charles Ariele Leon Adia Titus
Zi Di Chen ** Amanda Lopez Laura Tlaseca **
Britney Crespo Anamaria Luna Gabriel Tosssas *
Ryan Cruz Maria Mannan Wendy Tupyacuapanqui
Shayina Dubuisson Cynthia Martinez ** Kelly Valladares *
Seydi Farciert Lisette Melendez Geannel Vargas
Arienne Fernandez Brenda Mendez Yelissa Vasquez
Stacey Franco Ramos Brianny Middleton Zari Wayman

Associate in Applied Science in Accounting
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Leonard Adams Hajar Ben Boubker Jasmin Cerezo-Aguilar
Aiza Ahmad Kya Boyea Mehrab Choudhury #
Alamgir Ahmed Brandon Cabrera Tanzil Chowdhury
Shaoqun Feng
Peiyu Gan
Natasha Hanscoomar
Kamrul Hassan
Xiaozi Huang
Samuel Itepu
Ying Jiang
George Jones
Tatiana Leontieva
Bohui Lin
Jason Lin
Yuxin Lin
Wen Lu
Daniel Montero
Meixi Pan
Mengting Pan
Lokeisha Persaud
Stephanie Polanco
Misael Porras
Joann Rajmoolie
Melissa Rivera Santillan
Yosef Sahail
Kadeem Samuel-Grant
Sanjiv Singh
Vernadene Smikle
Farhana Sultana
Janel Wallace-Foy
Nicole Wojcik
Shuhua Wu
Miao Fang Ye

Associate in Science in Business and Technology of Fashion
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Oumaima Aouinate
Abigail Argueta
Naja Barber
Mikayla Carter-Coleman
Kaila Cruz
Emily Garcia
Clarissa Gomez Vargas
Aminata Kane
Sangey Lama
Melissa Marion
Khrystal McDonald
Musarat Merchant
Sabastien Mohammed
Donte Norman
Karen Orellana
Melanie Paulino
Jennifer Perez
Takira Poole
Nathaly Portrreal
Mercedes Potts
Joseph Puryear
Jose Quijano
Amber Ramos
Rehat Reya
Bianca Rodriguez
Liana Rodriguez
Lucia Salinas
Lizbeth Severino
Justin Soto
Andrea St. Louis
Michelle Tam
Shatani Taylor
Selani Thomas
Kaya Vialva
Paulo Xu

Associate in Applied Science in Fashion Marketing
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Bidemi Akinrolabu
Aqsa Alam
Anika Baldeo
Kaby Blanksonn
Bibi Dhanraj
Amy Lennox
Mitchell Louis
Brittany Powell
Ileana Rivera
Erik Tlamani
Miranda Williams
Monee Williams
Nakayla Williams

Associate in Applied Science in Marketing Management and Sales
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Samantha Abreu
Sara Akram
Zara Akram
Ratha Alborati
Farooq Ali
Marwan Alsaidi
Thomas Baez
Christopher Camacho
Nawal Chrouki
Matthew Ciprian
Fatoumata Cisse
Adrian Davis
Marie Desulma
Fatoumata Diallo
Khadim Diop
Ranen Eisheh
Erickson Filpo
Aaron Gonzales
Susmita Gurung
Christine Harris
Luis Hernandez
Jhony Herrera
Erik Javellana
Tahj Jones
Alexis Jusino
Enes Kazagiqi
Katerina Lennon
Naylah Leon
Fega Leroy
Timmy Lin
Associate in Applied Science in Ophthalmic Dispensing
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Shahnaz Akther
Raffael Babadzhanov
Miguelina Batista
Soraya Bonilla
Jodi Brown
Alexander Chen
Andy Cortez
Djenabou Diallo
Jasmine Diaz
Brooke Guachichulca
Hirna Gumä
Fayza Houssain
Tajem Sijaa
Hirna Gumä

Marko Nedeljkovic
Armando Ortega
Jorge Pallasco
Darlene Pompa
Austin Ramsook
Zhanerke Ryskeldiyeva
Alec Shoykhetman
Loren Valdez
Anderson Vieira
Kamol Walters
Susanna Wang
Demetrios Washington
Ashley Williams

DEPARTMENT OF CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY TEACHER EDUCATION

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

in the Bachelor of Science Education in Career and Technical Teacher Education Degree Program:

Sharanjit Purewal *** Daniella Ramsaran ***

in the Bachelor of Science in Education in Technology Teacher Education Degree Program:

William Perez *

Bachelor of Science in Education in Career and Technical Teacher Education
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Mohammed Hossain **
Timothy Hunter **
Praya Jafar **
Angel Jaquez *
Sharanjit Purewal ***
Daniella Ramsaran ***
Meagan Ramsawak **
Tia Singh ***
Hemwantie Sukhoo **
Nanda Toramall
Calvin Young

Bachelor of Science in Education in Technology Teacher Education
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Joyce Harris
Michael Johnson
Yasmin Kassim
William Perez *
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Dr. Joseph W Rosen Memorial Award
Gentiana Taravari * C

in the Bachelor of Science in Applied Chemistry Degree Program:
Sarah Cohn * Farah Rammal *

In the Associate in Science in Chemical Technology Degree Program
Yasmin Cabello #

Bachelor of Science in Applied Chemistry
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Muhammad Asmat Maria De Leon Rodriguez Maha Mankour
Mario Bravo Nikita Francis Farah Rammal *
Karen Chacon Baljit Kaur Kevin Reyes
Sarah Cohn * Dianna Landi Jerez Gentiana Taravari * C

Associate in Science in Chemical Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Md Asaduzzaman Baljit Kaur Jonathan Samuel
Houssynatou Barry Wesley Lu Mohammad Siddiqui
Yasmin Cabello # Maha Mankour Sampurna Thapa
Karen Chacon Vishaun Ramroop Vicente Virella
Taline Ingram Ursum Sageer

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

Robert Holden Award for Creative Excellence:
Sabrina Khan

in the Bachelor of Fine Arts in Communication Design Degree Program
Elena Barbosa *** C David Diaz **

in the Bachelor of Technology in Communication Design Degree Program
Yimei Han *** Giselle Rodriguez ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Communication Design Degree Program
Garnet Garcia # C Paulina Tipantasig #

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Communication Design
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Elena Barbosa *** C Parijat Choudhuri Mark Criollo
Ryan Berry Christian Clouden Andy Cuevas
Jennifer Campos Kamillah Collins * David Diaz **
Bachelor of Technology in Communication Design
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Jazmin Dozier
Karen Ensaldo Clara **
Nirel Escalante *
Megan Gelin
Malcolm Hackworth C
Janae Harrison
Simone Haylett *
Jiayu Hu
Dara Hutchinson
Cunningham
Iffath Khan
Hyerin Koo *
Mariam Kopaleishvili
Obed Ledezma
Ashley Lin *
Anuradha Mistry
Yan Ling Moy *
Johana Paguay
Sherard Quow
Irina Solodukha
Joshua Steele
Shalimar Torres
Natalya Villegas
An Qi Wang **
Eddie White
Farhana Yasmin
Jeff Agpawa
Seyhan Akgungor
Genesis Alcantara
James Anowai
Alexander Arines Garcia
Bryant Azucar **
Isata Batchilly
Antoinette Bernard
Kevin Bhimdass
Clarissa Blanchette
Julie Bradford **
Fanny Bravo
Alexis Brown
Arnfernne Browne
Tricia Browne-Moniquette
Dominique Buffaloe
Henry Chang *
Crystal Cheng **
Jasmyn Cooper
Josue Cruz
Jeremy Diaz
Oscar Diaz
Raymond Diaz
Ilona Dynda **
Van Ninzie Edouard
Ashley Fernandez
Pablo Galindo Aragon **
Derian Gombs
Jessica Gonsalves
Tristen Gonzalez
Jovany Grande
Yimei Han ***
Marcelle Hawn
Carolina Henriquez
Jessica Hernandez *
Jordan Hill *
Aaron Hollingsworth-Harris
T’ahna Howard *
Dennis Ionkin *
Sandra Jarro
Brandon Jones
Nelya Kelly
Nipa Khan
Sabrina Khan **
Sezan Khan
Alana Langyel **
Kathy Li
Wan Jun Lin
Rafael Lopez *
Yanlin Lu
Elijah Lugo **
Ashley Maple
Melanie Martinez *
Jordan McLeod
Justin McMillan
Kelvin Moncion
Kimberly Morales *
Marc Morin **
Noel Mugaviri **
Eftekhar Nasser **
Rebecca Nghi
Shawn Nixon
Yasamansadat Omrani
Reham Othman
Manuel Pajarito
Laura Panzo **
Christy Paz **
Marcos Anthony Pena
Roberto Perez
Wilbert Perez
Marvin Pierre-Louis
Margherita Pignataro Gonzales
Tonisha Planter
Alex Plummer *
Marsha Porter
Giovanni Ramirez
Vanessa Ramirez **
Priscilla Rios *
Michael Robinson
Giselle Rodriguez ***
Marc Rodriguez *
Paola Rojas Concha
Zakiyra Ross
Michelle Rouse
Ernst Saint Fort
Keven Salas
Kenny Sanchez
Tyler Santiago
Miguel Santos * C
Joseph Satoo
Devin Sauls
Vladislav Shurigin
Marzana Siddique
Daniel Singh **
Shemaiah Smith
Justin Song
Amir Tamang **
Jazzmyne Terry
Samantha Townes
Lai Fei Tso
Sharif Tyler
Catherine Vazquez
Lyianna Velazquez
Alexander Victoria *
Steven Villa
Bryant Villamar
Nhi Vuong

Associate in Applied Science in Communication Design
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Bryanna Andrew #
Savonne Andrews
Eric Arellano
Marione Auguste
Bryan Bejarano
Kefin Bryan
Isamari Burgos #
Gabriela Calabretta
Kiara Camacho
Joshua Cedano
Kevin Chinchilla
Mike Cipriani
Rosa Cortes Aguilar
Andy Cuevas
Zhanae Dale
Anthony Delbrun
Timothy Dennis
Emmanuel Dewalt
Jeremy Eisner #
Shylin Ferrera
Irving Fuentes

Garnet Garcia #
Ruimel Graham
Bernaldo Grande
Michaela James
Obed Ledezma
Thalia Lloyd-Frontani
Amaris Marte L
Adrian McCurchin
Megan Montes #
Brenda Morales
Abigail Moran
Jessenia Nayotl Cielo
Shivannand Netram
Jhenell Nina
Sinead O’Mahony #
Enan O’Malley
Kevin Osorio
Crystal Pena
Omar Richards
Emely Rivas
Jennifer Rivas Molina

Denver Samaroo
Gabriel Santana
Kevin Santiago
Anna Sedova #
Nikolaos Sinopoulos
Joshua Stone
Alaa Sultan
Forhad Sunny
Irsanoor Syed #
Erica Tan #
Paulina Tipantasig #
Quintay Toliver
Michael Valentin
Cloyd Vandenburg
Elliot Vidalon
Jason Villalva
Dwayne Walker
JiaWei Wang #
Natasha Yee #
Evelyn Zacatelco
Jake Zhou

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

Excellence in Research Award
Joycephine Li ***

in the Bachelor of Technology in Computer Engineering Technology Degree Program
Housney Ahmed *** Orouba Tagout ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Electromechanical Engineering Technology Degree Program
Anny Baez Silfa # Abid Hossain #

Bachelor of Technology in Computer Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Ahmed Abdelaziz
Sheharyar Adeel **
Qazi Abid

Housney Ahmed ***
Rabbi Ahmed
Rabia Arif

Edwin Arriaza
Kenly Augustin *
Danny Bailon
Associate in Applied Science in Electromechanical Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Ahmed Abdelaziz
Mark Aberin
Alexander Adegbembo
Michael Afriyie

Mannie Alexander
Adelton Alexis
Idrissa Amadou Hama
Dimitri Ambroise

Emanuel Amuev
Steven Bachoo
Anny Baez Silfa
Omar Bautista

Ali Noreddin
David Oppong
Kevin Palomeque
Barry Pan
Fua Jian Pan
Tomi Pemaj
Isaac Pena
Joel Pena
Jordy Pena-Pena
Luis Perez
Kevin Pineros
Omar Poyah
Mohammad Rahaman
Areebur Rahman
Jorge Rojas
Yehia Sadek
Travis Samuel
Jaskarnjit Singh
Manjinder Singh
Manjit Singh
Arooba Sohail
Sumanth Subrahmanya
Cristhian Suriel
Orouba Tagoud
Anthony Tapia
Bryan Taylor
Hector Tenecela
Cristhian Urgiles
Perez
Mellissa Valle
Kevin Vilchez
Piankhi Wade
Mark Yakub
Abdullah Yousuf
Abdul Rahaman Yusuf
Ulazimira Zaike
Andy Zheng
Jianxin Zhu
Toby Zhu
Muad Ziad
Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Computer Systems Technology Department Service Award

Harpreet Gaur ***

in the Bachelor of Technology in Computer Systems Degree Program

Afraz Allie *** Ritika Parmar ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Computer Information Systems Degree Program

Mikhail Karol # Larry Yundelson #
Bachelor of Technology in Computer Systems
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Ibrahim Abdul-Aziz *
Fawad Afridi
Arsalan Ahadi
Nabeel Ahmed **
Allende Aigbedion
Ali Akam
Arsen Akopdzhanov
Nazma Akter
Md Aren Al Kazen
Mohammad Alam **
Ruben Alezy
Arsalan Ali
Rakib Ali
Afraz Allie ***
Karol Alvarado **
Kwaku Ameyaw
Isaiah Aniemeka *
Tasnuba Anika
Naqash Ashraf
Md Awal
Urooj Awan
Saleh Babur
Jessenia Baena *
Chernoh Bah
Damian Banner **
Stephen Baron *
Christopher Barros **
Naseer Basheer
Jamieson Bauduy
Ricardo Beaussejour
Arif Bella
Md AL-Amin Bhuiyan
Md Rakibur Bhuiyan
Nusrat Bornona *
Rolanda Boxhill
Devina Budhan *
Syed Bukhari
Jerry Camilien
Danny Castano *
Antonei Cepeda **
Brian Ceyko
Kelvin Chabla *
Brian Chan
Clifford Cheefoon ***
Eamon Chen
Lihong Chen ***
Chester Chong **
Khushadi Choudhury *
Hasibul Chowdhury *
Mohammad Chowdhury *
Brenir Cifuentes-
Navarro ***
Albert Coello *
Jake Collado *
Marisel Collado *
Dominique Connor
Marco Cores
Jeremy Corona ***
Kenard Crooks
Arthur Cruz
Ram Das *
Christian Davis *
Travis Davis **
Sindul Dey
Ram Dhakal *
Jonathan Diaz *
Michael Diaz
Brandon Dietz
Devendra Dindyal
Mohamed Djallo
Avian Dogan *
Tristen Drouillard
Marlon Edmond
Kwadjo Edouwossi **
Douglas Elder
Mustafa Elmaadawy
Islam Elmanasir
Jeffrey Espinal
Lenard Estacio *
Mengwei Fan
Rui Xin Feng
Alisha Francis
Javed Fray **
Ashlee Frontin
Harpreet Gaur ***
Churisa Ghamandi
Emmanuel Gil
Mohammed Goni **
Jonathan Goris
Christian Gover
Rush Gray
Malik Griffith
Yunio Grullon *
Luis Grullon Bencosme
Dikyy Guerra
Armen Guzman **
Franklin Guzman
Christopher Guzowski **
Kelsang Gyatso **
Dwight Hargett
Tevin Harris
Nasmul Hasan
Mohammad Hassan *
Minorka Hassell
Keron Haywood **
Sikandar Hayyat
Carl Headley
Robert Helle *
Ariel Hernandez *
Karran Hiralal
Shanjida Hossain
Klodjan Hoxha
Garrik Hoyt ***
Win Htoo
Alex Huang *
Daming Huang
Timothy Hum
Yoonju Hwang **
Afolabi Ibitoye *
Ali Ikram
Aaron Isaac **
Imtiaz Islam *
Md Islam
Md Islam *
Naimul Islam
Nasreen Islam *
Touhedul Islam
Hajrah Issani *
Asiatu Jalloh
Rachel Jamna **
Fatema Jannat
Mahdia Jebin **
Shi Sheng Jiang
Yun Fei Jiang *
Steven Jimenez **
Jashwa Siriram *  
Richard Situ ***  
Iscah Slater  
Rimel Smith  
Karan Soekhoe **  
Shiva Soekhoe  
Mamadou Sow *  
Jawani Stanford  
Saida Sultana  
Ramzi Sumahah  
Leonard Sutanto ***  
Patrik Szarowicz  
Maxim Tamarlakov  
Nabeel Tariq **  
John Thorpe  
Samjhana Tiwari  
Adam Torres **  
Alexis Torres  
Andres Toscano  
Rishabh Tripathi  
Ishaq Uddin *  
Lais Uddin  
Mohammed Ullah  
Jason Valle  
Andy Vazquez ***  
David Vidal  
Daniela Vivar Bravo  
Kevin Wade  
Wei Wang *  
Pema Wangyal  
Kiara Welcome  
Anthony Weng *  
Dorphus Williams  
Trekisa Williams-Small  
Devin Worthy  
Jiawei Wu **  
Ronghui Wu *  
Shuyi Wu **  
Yingjie Yang  
Zhibin Yang *  
Tony Yu *  
Jeremy Zayas  
Edwin Zepeda *  
Binlei Zhang  
Xiaodan Zhang *  
Zhi Yuan Zheng *  
Michael Zhong  

Associate in Applied Science in Computer Information Systems  
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation  

Mohamed Abdulsamed #  
Ashik Abir  
Sajid Ahmed  
Ebrahim Albarati #  
Eudelia Alderete  
Zeshaan Ali  
Kevin Amoo #  
Korey Armstrong #  
Luis Arriola  
Aaron Arroyo #  
Kevin Ayala  
Ralph Ayala  
Selah Bah  
Josiah Balkissoon  
Julian Barahona  
Alexis Batista Sanchez  
Sufian Bhatti  
Kearra Blinker  
Delandre Boyd  
Jenee Brown  
Rahmell Brown  
Deonte Browne #  
Syed Bukhari  
Syed Bukhari  
Isaiah Caesar  
Aleysha Cabral Estrella  
Marlon Cameron  
Jerry Camilien  
Joseph Carbone  
Steven Castro #  
Darnell Chambers Gordon  
Arthur Chedjou Fowe  
Arnold Chi #  
Zarin Chowdhury  
Gladielle Cifuentes  
Kenny Cohetero Gil  
Ethan Crawford  
Matthew Cruickshank  
Ajaiah Darlington  
Ahnimeca Das #  
Mamadou Diallo #  
Mohamed Djerma  
Jacques Dorcent  
Jason Dunton  
Andre Engles  
Tiana Frederick  
Kayla Fulgence  
Jose Galindo  
Ivan Garcia  
Ariel Garcia  
Syad Gobin  
Irakli Goginava  
Enrique Gomes #  
Kimmerly Gomez  
Angel Gonzalez  
Jeremiah Gonzalez #  
Christian Gover  
Garry Grant #  
Angela Halstead #  
Amdadul Haque #  
Sayed Hasan  
Yousif Hashem  
Josmelyv Henriquez #  
Edras Hernandez  
Motahear Hossain #  
Raihan Hossain #  
Danny Huang  
Abdulrab Hussein  
Michal Idzik  
Sahriar Islam #  
Ronald Jean-Francois  
Kerrell John  
Choudhury Karim  
Mikhail Karol #  
Athan Katz  
Egor Kazitski  
Firuz Khamrakulov  
Anza Khizar  
David Khonnauli  
Isaiah Kobli  
Kiyatou Konate #  
Evgeni Bek Kurneev #  
Jonathan Lacroix #  
Dylan Langston
DEPARTMENT OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Tony Cioffi Service Award
Denise Claire Calungsod **

in the Bachelor of Technology in Construction Engineering Technology Degree Program
Besnik Hasa *** Ana Sohen De Cen ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Civil Engineering Technology Degree Program
Nour Elbroul # Mersudin Velovic #

in the Associate in Applied Science in Construction Management Technology Degree Program
John Airis # Tasnia Hossain #

Bachelor of Technology in Construction Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Shubra Akter Nathaniel Arkoh * Darweshi Burrell
Tarik Alexander * Juan Aucacama Denise Claire Calungsod **
Safiyyah Alli Evan Banks Luis Campoverde
John Appiah Gustavo Barroso Evelyn Carrera
Gerald Arhire Thomas Jonathan Bisono Paul Cirone
Associate in Applied Science in Civil Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Haider Abbasi
Shubra Akter
Jonathan Chea
Bill Chinskul
Nana Dei-Sakyi
Mamadou Diallo
Bryan Duran
Nour Elbroul
Daviana Estrella
Nohelia Franceschi
Luis Galvez
Bryan Gonzalez

Burhan Hussain
Wilens Ismenor
Raadiya James
Ummar Jaffari
Jean Kenson Laguerre
Pei Hua Lu
Kenneth Martinez
Kendall McLaughlin
Glaure
Aaron Minchala
Helen Nahit
Tagekumar Paul

Ryan Permaul
Joel Quispe
Shaquille Ramcharan
Albi Rexha
Cary Robles
Jordi Tejada Ramos
Harouna Thallay
Abdoul Razak Toudjani
Mersudin Velovic
Vincent Volastro
Debbie Wallace
Abdullah Zafar

Associate in Applied Science in Construction Management Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

John Airis
Zain Ali
Nathaniel Arkoh
Dovane Baker

Fabian Chiqui Paucar
Omar Elsayed
Dennise Flores
Krzysztof Gazda

Kevin Guazhambo
Stephan Halls
Tyshawn Hodgers
Tasnia Hossain
CUNY BACCALAUREATE FOR UNIQUE AND INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Bachelor of Science
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Craig Visa Dwelling       Irina Mashuryan       Paul Udler
Ann Marie A. Giuliano **  William Muldro       Siera J. Whitaker **
Diellza Kasimi            Yelva Muller         Greicy Wong
Milagros Latorres         Nicolas C. Negron     Mindy Wu

DEPARTMENT OF DENTAL HYGIENE

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

in the Associate in Applied Science in Dental Hygiene Degree Program

Clara Kim #     Sue Ni #

Associate in Applied Science in Dental Hygiene
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Alona Abdullaieva        Maxine Fuchs #     Joanne Lin
Huda Abuzahrieh          Tamar Gamreklidze #    Mike Lin #
Rawan Abuzahrieh #       Chodren Ghale #      Erica Liguichuzhca #
Sheela Alburquerque      Sylvia L. Gines     Irma Lomashvili
Lidia Burliuk #          Tatiana Giraldo      Florentina Lubani
Kenneth Campbell         Veronica Gutierrez #  Nicky Ly
Janeth Canola-Paniagua   Victoria Hsu #      Wendy Ma #
Yi Yi Chan #             Anjani Joshi #      Saudia Majeed #
Ting Chang #             Clara Kim #          Vanessa Marino #
Winsome Cheung            Danielle Kim       Yujing Mei #
Joanne Choi #            Avigdor Kirschenbaum # Natallia Mikhelis
Paulina Czerwinska #     Natalii Koloteev    Nagmeh Muthana
Anita Dema               Huali Kuang         Sue Ni #
Stephanie Dirani #       Edneshia Lambert #   Hassan Nicola #
Wen Wen Dong #           David Larrazabal     Pamela Pepin Rosado
Batel Dostov #           Jenny Lau #         Michelle Ramirez #
Yasareny Esquina Alleyne # Rebecca Leger #     Prianka Roy
Yanling Feng             Sally Leveque      Yahya Salim
Carolina Fritman Ortiz # Ivy Lin       Jashlie Sanchez
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

in the Bachelor of Technology in Electrical Engineering Technology Degree Program
Wen Jie Long *** Andrei Statchevschi ***

in the Bachelor of Technology in Telecommunications Engineering Technology Degree Program
Kreshnik Limoni ** Manuel Mane Penton ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Electrical Engineering Technology Degree Program
Jonathan Anderson # C Kervin Stewart #

in the Associate in Applied Science in Telecommunications Engineering Technology Degree Program
Babacar Dieng #

Bachelor of Technology in Electrical Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Bachelor of Technology in Telecommunications Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation
Muhammad Aslam Gabriel Bermeo * Nayib Ega *
Kreshnik Limoni ** Manuel Mane Penton *** Jamie Osborne

Associate in Applied Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation
Emmanuel Adebola Yasar Ahsan Jonathan Anderson # C Edwin Ascencio
Sumon Barua # Nicole Caicedo Rudy Cordova Brandon Dingle

Vitally Feferman Eric Gao Casey Guaman Fitzgerald Guinyard
Dennis Huang  Lukesh Matadin  Juan Pastrana
Shawn Khan   Shervorn Mathews  Richard Runcie
Luis Lagua  Vladymir Mendez  Nikita Stepanov
Eriberto Marcial  Whitson Murphy  Kervin Stewart
Jakhongir Maseev  Daniel Pana  Marquise Tucker
Joshua Matadin  Brian Park  Danli Xie

Associate in Applied Science in Telecommunications Engineering Technology Graduates & Candidates for Graduation
Alpha Barry  Babacar Dieng  Sajia Mahin

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

Professional and Technical Writing Academic Achievement Award
James Mitchell ***
in the Bachelor of Science in Professional and Technical Writing Degree Program
Jaclyn Valentin *

Bachelor of Science in Professional and Technical Writing Graduates & Candidates for Graduation
Goodman George  James Mitchell ***  Giovanni Tomaino
Tyne Hazel  So Jung Moon **  Jaclyn Valentin *
Fan Alix Joseph  Chaunce Taylor *
Creunis Lors  Daniel Tolbert **

DEPARTMENT OF ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Theatreworks Award
Christopher Diaz *
in the Bachelor of Technology in Emerging Media Technology Degree Program
Sabrina Ramos *  Rashid Webber **
in the Bachelor of Technology in Entertainment Technology Degree Program
Ixchel Disla **  Eudora Tucker **

Bachelor of Technology in Emerging Media Technology Graduates & Candidates for Graduation
Jason Bollers  Catherine Fernandez  David Roman
Jose Calderin  Alexandria Grajales  Zhong Xu Su
Raihan Chandra  Sabrina Ramos *  Alberto Tuican **
John Colonna *  Anthony Rivera **  Rashid Webber **
Bachelor of Technology in Entertainment Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Steven Baculima
Rockcliff Brathwaite
Nicholas Calafiore **
Emmanuel Casseus *
Jordon Christopher
Peter Crowder
Christopher Diaz *
Ixchel Disla **
Enver Djokovic
Solange Falla Crespo C
Alisha Farrouq
Conny Gordon *
William Guan *
Marissa-Michelle Guerra
Rayneil Hall
Boaz He *
Ruth Hector
Johnathan Hernandez
Caroline Johnston
Melisa Kucevic
Sophia Lau
Onijah Lee
Nathaniel Maldonado
Joseph Maran
Anthony Marrast
Doneka Matheson
Robert McEachern *
Sophia Meda
Miriam Mejia *
Rafael Miranda
Evan Mozeson
Phoenixx Neil

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

Facilities Management 20/20 Vision Award
Christopher Williams ***
in the Bachelor of Technology in Facilities Management Degree Program
Alexis Cartagena *** Amy Larrowe ***
in the Associate in Applied Science in Environmental Control Technology Degree Program
Kwasi Cooper# Krzysztof Madej#

Bachelor of Technology in Facilities Management
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Abdiel Alexis
Aliza Ali
Alexander Bermudez
Kenneth Caesar
Alexis Cartagena ***
Olivier Casimir *
Danny Deleon
Yannick Harris
Homer Hasis
Rashika James
Taslim Kawsar ***
Amy Larrowe ***
Everton Lynch *
Alland Metelus **
Jeremy Pagan
John Paschos **

Associate in Applied Science in Environmental Control Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Nicholas Abrahams Kodjo Ahanogbe Isaac Diaz#
Elijah Acosta Kwasi Cooper# Nathaniel Gable
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Health Services Administration Special Award for Distinctive Academic Achievement
Rachel Broomes ***

in the Bachelor of Science in Health Services Administration Degree Program
Jadae Foster ** Ahmed Salem ***

Bachelor of Science in Health Services Administration
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Shazia Absar
Jamila Abuhamda
O’lana Ackman
Jyoti Adhikari
Francia Aguilar
Genesis Aguirre
Waleed Ahmad *
Pavel Alekseev
Sarah Al-Harazi
Wafa Ali *
Luvia Anderson
Francisco Andrickson *
Arnold Antonio
Clarence Avendanio *
Vidhu Bhatnagar
Tacean Bignall **
Karvion Blair
Karvion Blair
Rachel Broomes ***
Khyira Burton
Yorjan Cabrera *
Danielle Casagrande
Geraldine Cera Guerrero
Ana Chan **
Ngon Ping Chan **
Luxin Chen **
Siu Cheng
Danielle Chernyovsky
Abu Chowdhury
Jarolin Colon
Gillian Davis-Willie
Amanda Debes
Stanley Dervil
Shirin Djabarova *
Jason Felder
Anne-Janell Fernandez *
Ruth Flores
Jadae Foster **
Jonelle Gardner
Romina Gavrielova *
Jeanette Gomez
Jamel Gordon-Mayfield
Jatin Gurung
Zoar Hai **
Kavita Hariprashad
Jasmin Hernandez **
Amanda Holder
Jingyi Huang
Tanjia Islam
Tiffany Jean
Naomi Jean Louis
Adriana Jimenez
Riccardo Joseph
Trishelle Joyeau *
Ferlanda Juste
Klodiana Kazazi *
Rainby Kurian
Elizabeth Leacock
Mary Lewis
Angelys Liriano Nunez *
Peggy Liu *
Diana Londono Reyes **
Diana Lopez C
Nathaly Lopez
De La Cruz
Christy Ma *
Sana Malik
Pierre Marcel
Alvin Martinez C
Maria Mera
Marie Morency-Michel
Gisela Morocho **
Aymen Mousa
Hamza Mughal
Abdul Nasiru
Chapelle O’Brien C
Michelle Ordonez **
Marylix Ortiz *
Julienne Ouiya
Sophia Parissis
Cheryl Peters **
Rebekah Philogene **
Andrew Pica *
Trevonna Pollard C
Bibi Ramcharan
Evelyn Ramirez
Malissa Ransom
Maham Rao
Rukhshona Rasulova
Wendy Rodriguez *
DEPARTMENT OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Janet Lefer Academic Achievement Award
Michelle Chen ***

in the Bachelor of Technology in Hospitality Management Degree Program
Yueman Chen *** Jazmin Rodriguez ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Hospitality Management Degree Program
Mei Yu Guan # Victor Melendez #

Bachelor of Technology in Hospitality Management
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Sarah Adams **
Steven Aguilar
Brandon Alcantara
Jaquasia Allende
Susan Alvarez
Andre Andre
Kyesha Andrew
Leonel Arenas *
Millie Arias
Chitralada Aromprasert **
Amanda Ashwood *
Bianca Augustin
Omolara Ayilola
Pedro Balbuena
Antonieta Barbato *
Andreana Barfield **
Jarelys Barreto **
Catalina Betancur *
Marvin Blain
Danielle Blount
Ashlee Bonanno
Kemar Brown
Dale Campbell
Ronghuan Cao ***
Sharleen Cardenas ***
Nathalie Carrasco
Jose Castillo
Yuri Ceballos
Irene Ceng **
Herntz Charles
Jessie Chen **
Michelle Chen ***
Yueman Chen ***
Raymond Chin
Donna Chow **
Mary Christian
Carlos Cintron
Samuel Clampman **
Janelle Clarke
Jordan Clinkcales
Nelson Cortoreal
Taisa Cottrell
Ashley Criollo
Ronaldo Cuzco
Aleksandar Dekic ***
Toni Deng
Taylor Donohue
Dionne Douglas
Veronica Douglas
Emely Espinal *
Tanzania Etkins
Ambre Farrington
Rosmarly Ferrer ***
Diana Figueroed
Guillermo Flores Jr
Amber Furey-Lessen
Julia Gagliano ***
Anita George
Nexmaury Gil **
Claudia Gomez
Rukiya Graham
Janice Guo *
Najja Julia Hennix
Alan Hernandez
Veronica Hipo
Han Thi Htet *
Alex Huang
Jia Ming Huang *
Jia Yi Huang
Arman Hussein
Malika Ikramova ***
Darryl Jarvis
Tingting Jiang ***
Angela Jones
Abigail Joseph
Kazuyoshi Karasudani **
Raisul Karim
Zukhrakhon Khayriddinova C
Marvi Krifca
Jane Kuang *
Associate in Applied Science in Hospitality Management
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Saltanat Abdurakhimova
Savanna Acevedo
Emaní Ahoua
Destiny Alexis
Christopher
Asitimbay-Sanchez
Tatianna Atkinson
Bianca Augustin
Kayla Bernard
Kelly Chan Ng
Samuel Clampman #
Trinity Clemente
Matthew Cohen
Enrique Curiel
Dzifa Dzuakpo #
Greisy Dzuakpo
Laura Fernandez #
Andre Goines
Mei Yu Guan #
Dennis Guzman
Christy-Monet Hemphill
Cameron
Gissell Hernandez Silva
Keine Hospedales
Jia Ming Huang #
Adijatu Jalloh
Geo Gabriel Jatap
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Human Services Award

Shelly Ann Dwarika **

in the Bachelor of Science in Human Services Degree Program

Nefertiti Francis ** Alexandra Linik ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Human Services Degree Program

Christina Lu # Demitris Marcano #

Bachelor of Science in Human Services

Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Janley Acosta
Hope Aghedo-Akoda
Ayele Ajavon
Mopelola Akinpelu
Nazmin Aktar *
Talia Alexander *
Asma Aljahmi
Gabrielle Alwi
Daviann Andrews *
Randy Antigua *
Andrew Arce **
Emmanuel Armstrong
Tatiannah Ashby *
Daisy Astudillo
Eda Ayaz

Promise Ayodu
Keily Barahona
Aseel Bazrouk ***
Veronica Benitez
Daphne Bernadotte
Maat Bey
Brandon Bharose *
Tresur Bivens
Touray Bokum
Marvin Bourdeau
Michelle Braithwaite
Ana Bravo *
Nalah Bryant *
Syeda Bukhari
Arleen Burgos **

Carlos Cabrera
Dieunane Cadet
Jelissa Carchi
Assa Changoo *
Alexander Cooper Jr.
Erika Cortes Corona ***
Irma Cruz Ordonez
Rafael De Los Santos
Egzona Dedushi *
Joan Dewan **
Shelly Ann Dwarika **
Gian Edobor
Juliana Edwards **
Kathia Espinal
Josian Estrella **
Associate in Applied Science in Human Services
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Islam Abuzahrieh
Janley Acosta
Jessica Almonte
Sumonthia Alphonse #
Brandon Alvarez
Daphne Bernadotte
Touray Bokum
Sabitree Brijmohan
Rukiya Brooks
Dina Cantor #
Soraima Carmona
Ayleen Carrasco
Linny Carrillos #
Yliana Cepeda
Tatyana Cherry
Zasica Chowdhury
Faith Christopher
Chelsea Colebrooke
La Shawn Cudjoe
Carrington Dantzler
Eli Dardis
Kelsy Diaz

Tiffany Dinkins
Hysalene Dixon #
Josian Estrella #
Tameeka Forbes
Tricha Frederick #
Vanessa Fundaro
Jasmine Galindo
Aisha Girard
Alicia Green
Malika Green #
Judy Hanuman
Jhonelle Hibbert
Lashauna High
Portia Hippolyte #
Jakira Huggins
Andreasha Jackson
Amy Jeenarine
Angie Jimenez
Adam Lauture #
Margaret Layne #
Lina Legagneur

Christina Lu #
Europe Malik
Demitris Marcano #
Ciarra McCoy
Guerdson Michel #
Tracey Moisset #
Matthew Montez #
Maryam Nawaz
Kenda Odige
Rosa Osorio
Belinda Pagan
Natalia Reyna Martinez
Rosa Robles #
Ambar Rodriguez
Anna Rodriguez
Luis Rodriguez
Heycha Rosado Lebron
Alexandra Suero-Perez
Nessa Thornill
Jennifer Tlatelpa
Michael Vance #
Sophia Williams L

DEPARTMENT OF LAW & PARALEGAL STUDIES

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Law and Paralegal Studies Department Achievement Award
Veronica Debbie ***

in the Bachelor of Science in Legal Assistant Studies Degree Program
Asma Alreyashi *** Xiomara Torres ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Legal Assistant Studies Degree Program
Amanda Lee # Susannah Oliveira #

Bachelor of Science in Legal Assistant Studies
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Asma Alreyashi ***
Stephanie Arroyo
Michael Bavalsky **
Daidra Bennett
Betty Chan
Tenzin Choezin
Leeana Cummings **
Estheisy Custodio
Michelle Daniels **
Veronica Debbie ***
Katarzyna Derylo
Shashendri Desilva *
Natalie Garcia
Jessica Garib

Corey Gayle
Tarsila Gomez De La Rosa
Antoinette Guerrero-Negron *
Mariam Hamchache
Rachel Hogan **
Demi Huang ***
| Janelle James | Angelina Martinez | Liana Shimunova **  |
| Javonni Johnson | Riana Medford * | Stacy Singh ** |
| Anna Joltaya * | Silvia Mejia ** | Tiffany Soodeen ** C |
| Ksenia Khismatulina *** | Leanna Moore | Catherine Sosa |
| Chinas King | Naomi Moran | Cheryl Thomas |
| Kinga Leung *** | Christopher Moreno * | Xiomara Torres *** |
| Maria Llanos | Wolf Pamphile | Selena Vaquero |
| Dinora Lopez | Jalen Quashie | Jacquelyn Vargas |
| Tania Lopez | Melissa Romero | Jamie Yang *** |
| Lesly Madera ** C | Jason Sajn | |
| Simona Maniscalco * | Yakov Shimonov * | |

** Associate in Applied Science in Legal Assistant Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduates &amp; Candidates for Graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mickyle Angevin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercedes Aznar # C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faywani Hoyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Kondzior #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulia Korobeynikova #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAMS

** Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>in the Associate in Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences Degree Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lina Chen #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>in the Associate in Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences Degree Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nisreen Jaber #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Associate in Arts in Liberal Arts and Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduates &amp; Candidates for Graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Adamec #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damani Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betherline Adjodha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zomor Akther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelique Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago Alonso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni Andon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaila Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Azeta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoshanna Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Baldwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Barnaby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Barnes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Associate in Science in Liberal Arts and Science
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Rukhsana Akter L
Aaron Alexis
Mohamed Alshohati
Asmaa Alwadey
Tahura Ashraf
Obaidullah Azimi #
Sabrina Barakat
Keyandra Bussey #
Peter Campuzano
Martin Capulin Garcia
Jaime Chamol
Marie Coimin

Mosi Davis
Radames De Jesus
Isata Diallo
Craig Dwelling # C
Keith Edwin
Jerome Ellison #
Fabel Estevez
Charles Fernandez
Ranita Fontenelle
Maynard Francois
Timothy Galloway #
Emily Garcia

Gabriel Garcia
Ricardo Garcia
Assa Gory
Everton Graham
Mariam Harun
Mohamed Hawater #
Mehnaz Hoque #
Tanjia Islam
Nisreen Jaber #
Ricardo Johnson #
Dianna Khass #
Hee Kyung Kim

Katie Delgado
Aminata Diallo
Rebecca Dorelus #
Heather Edwards
Tasheka Edwards C L
Ali Eissa #
Andre Elson
Mary Bernadette Fajardo
Delainy Fana
Courtney Ferguson
Patricia Gamble
Reynaldo Garcia
Danny Ghamandi #
Mabel Guzman
Mirtha Heredia
Gordon Ho
Amy Hodge
Joshua Ibbott
Olakunle Ilori
Sara Iqbal
Myasia Irons
Jasmine Jabali #
Samuel Jean Jr.
Kiera Johnson #
Mohamed Kaid
Gabrielle Keane-Dawes
Theresa Kenol
Camille Khan
Kevin Kishinevsky
Wilbert Lavaud
Jeffrey Liang
Ashley Llerena
Jacqueline Lopez
Ian Lucas
Beatris Luna
Osama Malik
Kaliyah Martineau
Monserrat Martinez
Randy Matos
Danielle McLean
Nathaniel McPherson
Angeline Merisier
Joseph Miranda
Sara Molai
Jayme Monge
Stephen Morales-Bergen
Magbola Moustafa
Oshin Mullings #
Entesar Nasser
Neha Naz #
Yadira Naz
Joan Nunez
Lou Pasion
Morelia Pena
Arlette Peralta
Amanda Perez
Brayan Perez
Jeraldin Perez
Eugenia Pierre
Judith Pierre Charles
Daniel Quiroz
Parvina Rahmatilloyeva
Tyrief Ranger
Aamir Ranjha
Kamran Ranjha
Megan Rampersad
Kenneth Regan
Eric Riera
Ashley Rodriguez
Loren Roman #
Valencia Ross
Sabine Salomon #
Vincenzo Schirripa
Janice Seda #
Leen Shumman
Jose Soriano
Bernadette St Rose
Natasha Suero
Harnell Surjeet #
Samantha Sylvester #
Sanjida Tamim
Ana Tejada
Rosaury Tejada
Victor Torres
Sze Ting Asher Tsui
Sheyla Vasquez
Tyler Vasquez #
Yan Luis Vasquez Nunez
Andy Velasco
Keving Victor
Chrisha Williams Watson
Bryan Wong
Oscar Yagual
Donato Zevallos
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

Outstanding Mathematics Department Service Award
Brian Holliday *

in the Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics Degree Program
Meryem El Baz *** Gabrielle Langston ***

in the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Education Degree Program
Stephanie Cuate * Yasmine Soofi ***

in the Associate in Science in Computer Science Degree Program
Fahmida Zannat Anika # Jonathan Lockie #

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Orson Adams Owen Hewitt Gurmehar Singh Makker **
Fabliha Afia Phuong Ho Afsana Mimi **
Karim Ahmed Brian Holliday * Muthahar Nasim
Christ-Brian Amedjonekou Wen Yong Huang ** Hans Peter Ndeffo
Ryan Chen ** Dahiana Jimenez Shubha Shrestha
Matthew Edelmann Gabrielle Langston *** Romel Sooklall
Meryem El Baz *** Dung Mai ** Ahabbur Teertho

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Education
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Hanan Abuhashish Stephanie Cuate * Yasmine Soofi ***
Samantha Cottoy Tyniqua Hinton Gary Zeng
Associate in Science in Computer Science
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Jose Altamirano
Fahmida Zannat Anika
Ahmad Arif
Muhammad Arif
Ardi Artani
Ibrahima Bah
April Bueno
Diyerson Burgos
Ysnel Charles
Pema Choesang
Joel Colon
Muhammad Dildar
Meryem El Baz
Youness Elwiddi
Omar Faruk
Layla Flight
Edward Gonzalez
Rushawn Gordon
Jason Henry
Mario Herrera
Phuong Ho
Bao Hua Huang
Wen Yong Huang
Mohammad Ishtiaq
Sawad Khair
Aly Kourouma
Weichao Lin
You Lin
Jonathan Lockie
Don Luong
Ely Mbeye
Alexandros Mendoza
Saminur Miah
Eric Monestime
Rajwinder Munder
Okera Murray
Muhammad Niazi
David Peikrishvili
Patrice Prosper
Eugene Protsyk
Iman Qureshi
Sumya Raha
Toyin Robinson
Gabriel Solages
Subin Subedi
Nicholas Sugrim
Ameer Syed
Salma Taher
Ida Touray
Wing Fung Tsoi
Jiaying Wu
Rui Feng Ye
Huihong Zheng
Jian Hui Zhu

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

in the Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering Technology Degree Program
Joseph Healy *** Krzysztof Pastuszka ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Industrial Design Technology Degree Program
Deldrys Gomez Reynoso # Eric Martinez #

in the Associate in Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology Degree Program
Igor Goryuk # Yinhe Wang #

Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Eric Abreu *
Gideon Agyemang
Rafiul Anwar **
Ana Arellano
Christian Baque
Keyon Brown
Brian Cabrera
Giovanni Campos *
Christian Campos
Chris Carabaja
Anisha Cartagena *
Hermes Castano
Giulietta Castillo Luna ** Efthyvoulos Charalambous
Mason Chen **
Marcelo Chuchuca
Saul Colon
Omar Edwards
Ronnye Xavier Garcia
Malik Glass
Mauricio Gonzalez
Waley Guo
Joseph Healy ***
Christian Jean-Simon
Shaheed Jehan ***
Gasly Julmisse
Yuliya Kamar *
Moses Kayondo *
Shkelzen Kellezi
Isiah Kersaint *  
Omer Khan  
David Le  
Mandy Li  
Jeremy Lin  
Aldrey Josh Magbag  
Calwayne Malcolm ** C  
Kevin Maldonado  
Dalia Marte  
Eric Martinez *  
Nathanael Maurice *  
Amalia Michel  
Shihab Mohammed  
Seymur Mustafayev  
Karim Nali  
Kazi Naznin  
Shakhboz Norov **  
Kaome Ofaire  
Tin Oo  
Angel Orellana *  
Brian Ortiz  
Mihail Osipov **  
Krzysztof Pastuszka ***  
Zinaida Patrusheva *  
Vitaly Pavlov  
Maximo Guillermo Perez **  
Wasif Prottoy **  
Ming Qiu  
Alexander Rajacic  
Bryan Ramon  
Talha Riaz  
Christian Rioschambi **  
Rangel Robinson Foster  
Zachary Roehn ***  
Kevin Rojas  
Ericka Saldana  
Olivert Saldivia * C  
Christo Sam  
Navid Samani  
Joel Sanchez ***  
William Santiago  
Terrell Shuler  
Andrew Singh  
Gursewak Singh  
Jasdev Singh  
Navjot Singh  
Cristian Soriano  
Buddiman Tamang  
Alex Taylor  
Kwame Thomas  
Aneita Torres  
Karlok Tung *  
Eric Val  
Juan Velez  
Juan Villacis  
Carlos Villalva **  
Karen Vizcardo C  
Xiaocheng Wang *  
Edwin Wu  
Jonathan Yee ** C  
Abdullah Zahid *  
Yishi Zhang  
Maiqiang Zheng **

**

Associate in Applied Science in Industrial Design Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Rashawn Bowen #  
Deldrys Gomez Reynoso #  
Shaneil Da Silva  
Eric Martinez #

Associate in Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Muneer Ahmed #  
Anik Islam  
Joseph Jimenez  
Arman Amirkhanyan #  
Gasly Julmisse  
Juan Benavides  
Mamadou Kone  
Ines Bissat  
Aleksandr Kulagin #  
Denny Caisaguano  
Jonathan Lema  
Mutayab Chaudhry #  
Jeremy Lin  
Benjamin Cheng  
Yicong Lun  
Alejandro Dominguez  
Ashley Mateo  
Raniel Duverge  
Abdullah Meale  
Gloria Fernandez #  
Schehr Munawar #  
Agitanand Gangaram  
Marek Mystkowski  
Lizbeth Garcia  
Meir Nordlicht #  
Hans Gerlain  
Andrew R. Paul  
Rodrigo Gomez-Pacio #  
Elijah Rickman  
Fabio Gonzalez Colacicco  
Ronald Rodriguez Garcia #  
Igor Goryuk #  
Jeffrey Rosario  
Ernesto Hernandez #  
Sheriff Safie  
Brittany Hoyte  
Parvesh Seenarain  
Terrell Shuler  
Szewai Tang  
Abel Tapia  
Munir Ahmed  
Khadiza Tasfia  
Garren Toles  
Devon Tukes #  
Antonios Vandoulakis  
Panagiotis Vandoulakis  
Amauri Ventura  
Yinhe Wang #
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Caritas Award
Dianne Ramkumar *

in the Bachelor of Science in Nursing Degree Program
Olga Krasnobay-Oganezov *** Lauren Seaquist ***

in the Associate in Applied Science in Nursing Degree Program
Deborah Andral # C Richard Auyeung #

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Annwar Abdullah *
Jefry Aguirre *
Nahida Akter
Sagine Alexandre
Karen Almonte
Kristine Almonte *
Luis Alvarez
Genesis Asif *
Amina Badrous
Aksana Beury
Verona Blidgen
Avonelle Brandon
Stacey Brevil
Tykisha Brown
Allison Cardenas *
Nathali Ceballos
Olga Celigny
Nataliia Chernoknyzhnyy **
Ashley Chintaman
Kunga Choden *
Joann Codrington
Francius Colas
Kaiesha Copeland *
Chantel Daley
Amanda Deokinanan *
Anna Derevyanko *
Stacy Dillon-Chakour
Mikal Dixon Anderson
Ipek Donuk *
Guerda Dorvil
Adaoma Ejimbe
Janelle Evans
Anisa Fadel **
Chante Faison
Nancy Florencio L
Tishauna Footman
Joeleen Forde
Venice Foster
Swayne Francis
Kimon Frank
Sheyla Fundora
Alexandra Galeev *
Alfredo Garcia Lopez
Kristina Gasparyan *
Lusine Gasparyan *
Ivan Giannou
Sandra Gil
Marekhi Gutkevich **
Sunetta Hamilton
Kymoya Hanson
Taina Henri *
Rosetta Howell-Sang
Fang Huang *
Elizabeth Hussain *
Iram Imtiaz
Joanna Jakubowski *
Carolyn Johnson **
Melissa Johnson
Chantel Jones
Janelle Jones
David Jordan
Mehribon Kamolova *
Jasmine Kang *
Abir Khan
Mohammad Khan *
Zorina Kizhnerman *
Connie Koo
Olga Krasnobay-Oganezov ***
Chun Fai Lam *
Yangien Lama *
Denise Lawson
Igor Lebedivskyi
Lyly Lei *
Karen Lichtblau *
Dao Ly
Yesenia Machado
Kevin Maddix
Shanti Maharjan
Betsy Martinez **
Natasha Miller
Aleksandra Mishina
Pascale Morin *
Aziza Nabiya *
Anjali Narine *
Deyanira Negron
Vicky Nguyen
Donaysha Nicholson *
Vanessa Obidimalor **
Tatsiana Pakhomenka
Jose Paredes
Ronak Patel *
Dierdre Paul
Yanique Peart
Johanna Pena
Zenaeh Phillip
Anita Pietruck
Yuliya Plaxin
Elona Pocesta
Yusif Rahman **
Laura Ramirez
Liria Ramirez
Dianne Ramkumar *
Christopher Ramos **
Christy Reyes
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### Associate in Applied Science in Nursing

**Graduates & Candidates for Graduation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Reyes</td>
<td>Oluwadamilola</td>
<td>Alena Vysotskaya **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadian Riley Hutchinson</td>
<td>Taiwo-Oniga *</td>
<td>Keleilesha Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadette Romain</td>
<td>Hira Tanvir *</td>
<td>Olivia Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioris Romero</td>
<td>Tatsiana Tawkacheva *</td>
<td>Katarzyna Wicik ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Roper</td>
<td>Lorretta Tetteh *</td>
<td>Mariia Winter *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillis Sahadeo *</td>
<td>Glendacy Thom</td>
<td>Erin Wong **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Saint-Vil **</td>
<td>Dalila Thomas</td>
<td>Yanek Yakubov *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Seaquist ***</td>
<td>Gabriella Thompson</td>
<td>Emily Yashuvayeva *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shereena Singh *</td>
<td>Kathleen Vargas **</td>
<td>Gabriella Yundelson *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry St-Jour</td>
<td>Hristiyaniya Vassileva **</td>
<td>Yin Yun Zheng Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madjula Tague-Thiam *</td>
<td>Guito Vincent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

**Students Recognized for Academic Excellence**

*The Professor Daria Boudana Memorial Scholarship Award*

Ana Delgado ***

**in the Bachelor of Science in Applied Computational Physics Degree Program**

Mubinjon Satymov *

**Bachelor of Science in Applied Computational Physics**

**Graduates & Candidates for Graduation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Aguayza</td>
<td>Juliano Everett</td>
<td>Mubinjon Satymov *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Delgado ***</td>
<td>Herschel Gordon</td>
<td>Andrea Zambrano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL IMAGING

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

The Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging Exceptional Service Award
Eulan Campbell #
in the Bachelor of Science in Radiological Science Degree Program
Steeve Henry *** Marta Poswiata ***
in the Associate in Applied Science in Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging Degree Program
Tetiana Soloviova # Jian Wang #

Bachelor of Science in Radiological Science
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Abu Syeed Alam
Dana Alecu
Ehsan Aljahmi **
Alondra Altamirano *
Nadia Arif **
Leslie Bourdier **
Sandy Breton Veloz
Carima Bryan
Victoria Butrago Brown
Christine Chen **
Vitaliya Devyatilova ***
Kai Wah Kevin Feng

Daniel Graffigna **
Arelis Gutierrez *
Marisa Harford **
Steeve Henry ***
Michelle Jones **
Renee Jones
Elena Kerr ***
Lilliam Marquez
Yajaira Marte De Regisford **
Marilyn Mosqueda
Arneill Oblea **

Associate in Applied Science in Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Asma Ahmed #
Bahi Alamari
Nelsy Alonso
Cindi Alvarez #
Vladimir Augustin
Zoha Aziz #
Ramil Baazov
Lavaisa Banton #
Odalis Benicio #
Sebastien Callender #
Eulan Campbell #
Jahshawn Carr
Kevin Chanderdat #
Wing Cheah
Isaac Cheng #
Shaun Childs
Jessica Chun #

Daniel Colon #
Danika Cruz #
Francinis Delaguarda #
Arielle Delbrune-Worme #
Amanda Deoki #
Holly Early
Tatyana Esikova #
Julissa Fajardo Moina
Kanjij Fatema
Jeffrey Gano #
Jerine George #
Aldona Gjoni #
Yuriy Golovenko
Karen Gordillo #
Viorica Gutu #
Fahameda Hassan #
Caroline Henein

Kimberly Ho #
Mariano Huaman Vivanco #
Jingwen Huang #
Brian Hurtado
Kerryann James C
Reginald Janvier
Josue Jean-Pierre #
Thomas Jedysek #
Merlimda John-Sammy
Karanti Kalia
Duaa Khaled #
Iuliia Klochkovskiy #
Long Le
Melanie Leon #
Michelle Leung #
Wen Ya Liao #
Teresa Lok #
DEPARTMENT OF RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

Students Recognized for Academic Excellence

*in the Associate in Applied Science in Dental Laboratory Technology Degree Program*

Shu Ling Chen # Shane Velez #

Associate in Applied Science in Dental Laboratory Technology
Graduates & Candidates for Graduation

Naiema Abuzahrieh # Jeffrey Jean
Nassara Alrubai Musu Konneh
Geovanny Calero Xiaoshi Li
Regine Campbell Huiling Liang
Shu Ling Chen Cristina Lopez
Ashminee Deenanauth Xiang Lu
Desiree Goodlett Nitin Reddy
Chasity Green Brandon Rivera
Aneeza Hussain Carlos Santana

Tetiana Soloviova # Barbara Soltys
Afroza Sultana # Rachel Summers #
Mona Tadros # Denise Timmerhans #
William To # Maritza Trahey
Tamjeeda Uddin Nidia Vilchez-Avila
Jian Wang # Shamika White #
Malgorzata Wolanowski # Jessica Worthen #
Alex Xiao # Tiffany Yip #
Carlos Yoli Restrepo # Kimberly Zuniga-Escobar #
THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS

Baccalaureate Degree

Deborah Aderounmu
Business and Technology of Fashion

Nadia Alomari
Biomedical Informatics

Elena Barbosa
Communication Design

Catalina Betancur
Hospitality Management

Jeanie Castillo
Business and Technology of Fashion

Romario Denoon
Biomedical Informatics

Mohamed Lamine Diallo
Biomedical Informatics

Solangie Falla Crespo
Entertainment Technology

Nixon Gaston
Construction Engineering Technology

Malcolm Hackworth
Communication Design

Jannat Hoque
Computer Engineering Technology

Mahdia Jebin
Computer Systems

Faith Kakshak
Architectural Technology

Zukhrakhon Khayriddinova
Hospitality Management

Diana Lopez
Health Services Administration

Lesly Madera
Legal Assistant Studies

Calwayne Malcolm
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Alvin Martinez
Health Services Administration

Nakasie Matthews
Biomedical Informatics

Aleann McIntyre
Hospitality Management

Lemark McPherson
Computer Systems

Laurin Moseley
Architectural Technology

Chapelle O’Brien
Health Services Administration

Trevonna Pollard
Health Services Administration

Olivert Saldivia
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Maria Salo
Human Services

Stephanie Santana
Hospitality Management

Miguel Santos
Communication Design

Arooba Sohail
Computer Engineering Technology

Tiffany Soodeen
Legal Assistant Studies

Alejandro Suquisupa
Entertainment Technology

Leonard Sutanto
Computer Systems

Gentiana Taravari
Applied Chemistry

Nabeel Tariq
Computer Systems

Adam Torres
Computer Systems

Cristhian Urgiles Perez
Computer Engineering Technology

Bryant Vera
Architectural Technology

Karen Vizcardo
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Jonathan Yee
Mechanical Engineering Technology
THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS

Associate Degree

Jonathan Anderson
Electrical Engineering Technology

Deborah Andral
Nursing

Fahmida Zanna Anika
Computer Science

Mercedes Aznar
Legal Assistant Studies

Jonathan Chea
Civil Engineering Technology

Islima Duvivier
Nursing

Craig Dwelling
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Tashekia Edwards
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Garnet Garcia
Communication Design

Jessica Herrera
Architectural Technology

Kerryann James
Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging

Faith Kakshak
Architectural Technology

Tea Khabelashvili
Architectural Technology

Jeevanie Liliah
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Jensy Maldonado
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Carisma Morren
Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging

Sumya Raha
Computer Science

Ida Touray
Computer Science

Stephanie Udeji
Hospitality Management
Letitia “Tish” James is the 67th Attorney General for the State of New York. With decades of work, she is an experienced attorney and public servant with a long record of accomplishments. She is the first woman of color to hold statewide office in New York and the first woman to be elected Attorney General.

In 2013, Ms. James was elected Public Advocate for the City of New York and became the first woman of color to hold citywide office. As Public Advocate, Ms. James served as a watchdog over New York City government agencies and as an advocate for the City's most vulnerable communities. She transformed the Public Advocate's office to be a formidable engine for change.

Her office handled over 32,000 constituent complaints and passed more legislation than all previous Public Advocates combined, including a groundbreaking law that banned questions about salary history from the employment process to address the pervasive gender wage gap. Ms. James successfully took on the gun industry by pushing New York City's largest pension fund to divest from gun and ammunition retailers. She fought in court on behalf of children and families on issues including children in foster care, children with disabilities, and tenant protection. New Yorkers overwhelmingly elected Tish James to a second term as Public Advocate in November 2017.

Prior to serving as Public Advocate, Tish James represented the 35th Council District in Brooklyn in the New York City Council for ten years. As a Council Member, she passed the Safe Housing Act, legislation that forced landlords to improve living conditions for tenants in New York City's worst buildings. She helped uncover the corruption behind the Office of Payroll Administration’s CityTime contract, a scheme that cost New York City over $600 million. She also pushed through a revolutionary recycling package that included expanding plastic recycling, a new clothing and textile recycling program, and increased access to recycling in public spaces.

Before her election to the City Council, Tish James served as head of the Brooklyn Regional Office of the New York State Attorney General’s Office. She resolved hundreds of consumer complaints and investigated predatory lenders who preyed on first-time homebuyers. She assisted the Civil Rights Bureau in its investigation of the NYPD’s stop-and-frisk policy and cracked down on firms engaged in deceptive business practices including violations of human rights, environmental laws, and scams targeting immigrants.

Tish James began her career as a public defender at the Legal Aid Society. A proud Brooklynite, she is a graduate of Lehman College and Howard University School of Law.
Gabrielle Langston, valedictorian of the class of 2019-2020, is graduating summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics.

Gabrielle was born into the vibrant New York City culture. She currently lives in Brooklyn with her mother, and is of Puerto Rican and African-American descent. She is proud to embrace both lineages, enjoying her mother’s arroz con pollo and her grandmother’s southern mac and cheese.

Gabrielle’s academic journey has not been easy; early on she was diagnosed with speech delay, placed in special education, and underwent intensive speech therapy until middle school. Her college career started at Boston University in the fall of 2012, where her GPA eventually fell below a 2.0 and she did not complete her studies. Upon her return to New York, her mother encouraged her to obtain two part-time jobs, and in the fall of 2014, she initially enrolled as a Mathematics Education student at City Tech.

As she progressed in her studies, Gabrielle found she enjoyed programming languages, visualization tools, and data analysis. Those interests led Gabrielle to change her major to Applied Mathematics. As for her future goals, Gabrielle intends to pursue a master’s degree in Data Analysis and Visualization. In those studies and in her future career, she is determined to encourage and support women who enter STEM fields, especially women of Hispanic or African-American descent.

In addition to her employment and undergraduate work, Gabrielle is a recipient of the NSF STEM Scholarship, Vice-President of the City Tech Math Club, Secretary of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM), and a member of the Honor Scholars Program. She has also conducted research projects through the Emerging Scholars and Honors Scholars Programs. She presented her research at the “CUNY Celebrates Women in Computing” conference in May 2019 and at the “Mathematical Association of America Mathfest” conference in July 2019.

This past year, Gabrielle was accepted into CUNY Service Corps, where she secured a prestigious internship at BetaNYC, a pioneering civic tech company based out of the Manhattan Borough President’s Office. In addition, she tutored mathematics for the Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP), where she taught brilliant, innovative students of all backgrounds. She strives to live by the quote from Madame Marie Curie: “Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less.” Given the current pandemic, these words are more important than ever.
Alexis Cartagena is the salutatorian of the class of 2019-2020. He is graduating with a Bachelor of Technology in Facilities Management. Alexis is a native New Yorker, born in Jackson Heights, Queens and raised in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. He currently resides in the Highbridge neighborhood of the Bronx.

Alexis is the son of first-generation immigrants from the Dominican Republic, and life did not allow him to begin college directly after high school. He lives with his wife and three school-age children, ranging in age from three to twenty years old. He resolved that, when he was finally able to pursue a college education, he would make the most of it.

From an early age, Alexis was curious about how mechanical objects and even social arrangements work, which led him to become an avid fan of science fiction tales where the protagonist strives to improve the life of the society in which he or she lives. He has applied his insights in a number of positions where he has been able to have a positive impact on those around him, including his current position in facilities management at a K-12 school.

When presented with the opportunity to assist in managing the newly constructed, state-of-the-art facility where he is currently employed, he immediately knew that he needed to enhance his skill set. This led him to City Tech’s Facilities Management degree program.

Alexis takes great pride in giving his all to achieve the goals that he has set for himself, and also in assisting his family, friends, fellow students and colleagues. With his degree, he says, he will move forward in life knowing that his personal growth and accomplishments will allow him to help his community, and to inspire others to do the same.

Alexis has taken a longer road than many of his fellow graduates, but his achievements show that the journey was worth the effort.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department/Major</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Architectural Technology</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Architectural Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Architectural Technology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological Sciences</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Informatics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Business and Technology of Fashion</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Accounting</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Science in Business and Technology of Fashion</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Fashion Marketing</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Marketing Management and Sales</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Ophthalmic Dispensing</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Career and Technology Teacher Education</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Education in Career and Technical Teacher Education</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Education in Technology Teacher Education</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemistry</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Applied Chemistry</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>Communication Design</strong></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Communication Design</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Department of Computer Engineering Technology</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Computer Engineering Technology</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Electromechanical Engineering Technology</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer Systems Technology</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Computer Systems</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Computer Information Systems</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction Management and Civil Engineering Technology</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Construction Engineering Technology</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Civil Engineering Technology</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Construction Management Technology</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CUNY Baccalaureate for Unique and Interdisciplinary Studies</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dental Hygiene</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Dental Hygiene</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical and Telecommunications Engineering Technology</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Professional and Technical Writing</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment Technology</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Emerging Media Technology</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Entertainment Technology</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Control Technology</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Facilities Management</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Environmental Control Technology</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Health Sciences</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Health Services Administration</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Hospitality Management</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Hospitality Management</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Hospitality Management</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Services</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Human Services</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Human Services</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law &amp; Paralegal Studies</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Legal Assistant Studies</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Legal Assistant Studies</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts and Science Degree Programs</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Education</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Science in Computer Science</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Industrial Design Technology</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Nursing</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Nursing</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Applied Computational Physics</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Radiological Science</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Radiologic Technology and Medical Imaging</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restorative Dentistry</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in Applied Science in Dental Laboratory Technology</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>